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Abstract

Objective: Deriving from sugar or sucrose, sucralose sweetener has no calories and is 600 times sweeter than sugar. Cipla as a commercial sweetener has different compounds, including lactose, L-leucine, cross, carmellose sodium, also creates a low calorie. In the present study the effect of Cipla on serum lipid profiles of diabetic and healthy rats was evaluated.

Materials and Methods: This study was conducted on 24 male Wistar rats weighing 230 ± 30 g that randomly divided into 4 equal groups: healthy control group, diabetic control group, healthy treatment group and the diabetic treatment group. Sucralose dosage in the present study was determined as daily 15 mg/kg for one month in healthy treatment group. The diabetic treatment group received that amount of sucralose by gavage. In order to induce diabetes in rats at 65 mg/kg dosage of streptozotocin was injected intraperitoneally and the rate of serum glucose was measured with a glucometer after 24 hours; so, the cases higher than 250 mg/dL were considered as diabetic rats. At the end of this process, blood samples were collected from tail vein of all rats. Following serum separation the serum lipid profiles (cholesterol, triglyceride, low-density lipoprotein [LDL], high-density lipoprotein [HDL]) were evaluated and analyzed using SPSS software (version 18).

Results: In this study, although the lack of meaningful change in HDL and meaningful decrease of triglyceride and cholesterol was proved

Conclusion: It seems that the administration of the sweetener by diabetic and cardiovascular patients must be done with caution due to increasing and meaningful effect of Cipla on serum LDL.
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Introduction

Sweeteners are classified into four groups: natural, artificial, purified, and sugar alcohols; among which the artificial one does not produce high energy even some of them such as sucralose are excreted from body without entering metabolic processes. The sweetening effect of sucralose is 600 times more than sugar and is available in different commercial brands. Sucralose decomposes to 4-CG and 1, 6 DCF due to hydrolysis. These products are stable against more hydrolysis, because sucrose chlorination and conversion to sucralose makes changes in molecule conformation and makes it stable against glycoside enzymes of the digestive tract which cause normally the decomposition of carbohydrates (1). According to the conducted studies, the pure sucralose is lack of meaningful effects on serum biochemical factors such as glucose and lipid profiles, but since the sweetener, beside 6.5 mg sucralose, has lactose, cellulose, and magnesium stearate as well as it provides a low calorie, Cipla was used in the present study. On the other hand, the main consumers of the sweeteners are diabetics and fat people; therefore, in the present study the effect of Cipla on serum lipid profiles (cholesterol, triglyceride, low-density lipoprotein [LDL], high-density lipoprotein [HDL]) in diabetic and healthy rats was evaluated. Sucralose maximum daily allowance is 15 mg/kg (2).

In the study conducted by Saada et al (3), it was demonstrated that the administration of sucralose in healthy rats caused a 14% decrease in serum glucose, a 20 % increase in total cholesterol, 25% increase in HDL, a 32% increase in LDL, and 17% decrease in triglyceride levels.

In a study by Grotz and Munro, it was found that sucralose in a 7.5 mg/kg/day dosage for one month had no meaningful effect on HbA1c and serum glucose in human (3).

Materials and Methods

This study was conducted on 24 male Wistar rats weighing 230 ± 30 g that randomly divided into 4 equal groups: healthy control group, diabetic control group, healthy treatment group and the diabetic treatment group. The healthy and diabetic control groups received basic dietary. Considering the conducted studies by Shastry et al (2), as well as the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) standards, sucralose dosage in the present study was determined as daily 15 mg/kg for one month in healthy treatment group. The diabetic treatment group received...
that amount of sucralose by gavage. In order to induce diabetes in rats at 65 mg/kg dosage of streptozotocin was injected intraperitoneally and the rate of serum glucose was measured with a glucometer after 24 hours; so, the cases higher than 250 mg/dL were considered as diabetic rats. Equal conditions of light, temperature, and food were provided for all rats during the experiment. At the end of this process, blood samples were collected from tail vein of all rats. Following the serum separation, serum lipid profiles (cholesterol, triglyceride, LDL, HDL) were evaluated using Pars Azmoon kits and the obtained data were analyzed using SPSS software (version 18).

Results
The Mean Level of Serum Cholesterol
The mean level of cholesterol was measured in different groups and the results were compared using analysis of variance (ANOVA) test in probability level of 95% and P value of 0.05 which has been presented in Table 1. Based on the obtained results, a meaningful difference was observed among understudied groups in the mean of cholesterol (P<0.05). The highest and lowest rates were in the diabetic control and Cipla treatment groups, respectively.

The Mean Level of Serum Triglyceride
The mean level of triglyceride was measured in different groups and the results were compared using ANOVA test in probability level of 95% and P value of 0.05 which has been presented in Table 2. Based on the obtained results, a meaningful difference was observed among understudied groups about the mean of triglyceride (P<0.05). The highest and lowest rates were in the healthy control and Cipla treatment groups, respectively.

The Mean Level of Serum HDL
The mean level of HDL was measured in different groups and the results were compared using ANOVA test in probability level of 95% and P value of 0.05 which has been presented in Table 3. Based on the obtained results, no meaningful difference was observed among understudied groups about the mean of HDL serum activity (P>0.05). The highest and lowest rates were in the diabetic control and diabetic treatment groups, respectively.

The Mean Level of Serum LDL
The mean level of LDL serum activity was measured in different groups and the results were compared using ANOVA test in probability level of 95% and P value of 0.05 which has been presented in Table 4. Based on the obtained results, a meaningful difference was observed among understudied groups about the mean serum LDL level (P<0.05). The highest and lowest rates were in the diabetic treatment and Cipla treatment groups, respectively.

Discussion
In a study conducted by Shastry et al (2) in which oral administration of 15 mg/kg sucralose (ADI accepted dosage) was conducted on rats in three-time phases (0-3 weeks= 1×ADI, 3-7 weeks= 2×ADI, and 7-13 weeks= 4×ADI), the meaningful increase was proved in serum lipid profiles on phases 2 and 3 whereas in phase one no tangible change was observed in the treatment group compared with the control group which is completely in contrast with the results of the present study (2).

In the study conducted by Saada et al, a meaningful cholesterol increase was reported in sucralose group compared with the control group that is not compatible with the results of this study (3).

In the present study a meaningful increase of LDL and decrease of triglyceride was observed in sweetener and sweetener-diabetic compared with the control group which is consistent with the results of the study conducted by Saada et al (3).

In the present study the lack of meaningful change in HDL was proved which is not consistent with the results of the presented in Table 3.

The obtained results, no meaningful difference was observed among understudied groups about the mean of HDL serum activity (P>0.05). The highest and lowest rates were in the diabetic control and diabetic treatment groups, respectively.
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study conducted by Saada et al that a 25% decrease has been reported in HDL (3).
In the study conducted by Mathe the increased cholesterol following administration of sucralose has been reported that the increased intestinal absorption and/or increased cholesterol synthesis has been mentioned as a reason that is not consistent with the results of the present study (6).
In this study, the rate of serum triglyceride in sucralose treatment group has decreased compared with the control group that contrasts with the results of the study conducted by Semenkovich et al (7) that elevated triglycerides were reported after consumption of sucralose in conflict.
In the study conducted by Ferré, the decreased level of triglyceride has been proved following administration of sucralose, which is consistent with the results of the present study. The reason of this decrease may be due to the effect of sucralose on PPAR-α which causes lipoprotein expression lipoprotein lipase and increased triglyceride reserve (8).
In the study conducted by Fruchart et al (9), the increased HDL following administration of sucralose has been reported that is in contrast with the findings of the present study.
Already Kawamura et al proved that hyperglycemia by accelerating lipid peroxidation of LDL through path-dependent superoxide generates free radicals (10).
Increase serum cholesterol is associated with increased intestinal absorption. The decline may be related to the effect of the PPAR-α sucralose that will lead to expression of lipoprotein lipase.
Although in the present study the meaningful decrease in triglyceride and cholesterol as well as the lack of meaningful change in HDL was proved, it seems that Cipla by diabetics and the cardiovascular patients must be consumed with caution due to its increasing and meaningful effect on serum LDL.
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